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Compeat Enterprise is an ‘End-to-End’
Solution for Logan’s Roadhouse
Logan’s Roadhouse is a leading casual dining steakhouse headquartered in
Nashville, TN. The sights, sounds and the spirit of Logan’s Music City roots can
be felt through all 235 company-operated restaurants that span across 23
states. Logan’s installed Compeat Enterprise in September 2014 to manage
their back office and inventory.
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The primary benefit Logan’s has experienced from Compeat Enterprise is the
ability to unite their business and put standardized processes in order across
every one of their stores. “The magic of Compeat is in the framework,” says
John Laporte, CIO at Logan’s. “Compeat provides us with a unified set of
data that is continuously updated and
centralized making it so the data can
be seen from anyone in the entire
Logan’s organization.”

Logan’s has also gained the ability to manage inventory on more of a “just-intime” basis which enables them to provide fresher, higher quality product for the
patrons, decrease waste, and free up cash tied up in excess inventory. “With
Compeat we are able to take a real time approach to replenishing our
inventory at the time we need it and based on the specific store location
instead of back filling to a par,” said Laporte.
A unique feature in Compeat Enterprise that Logan’s is also benefitting from is
portion control. The portioning feature gives Logan’s the ability to produce a
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operating P&Ls. Logan’s is about to deploy Enterprise Workforce for time and
attendance, labor scheduling, and a staff portal to all of their restaurants. They
have integrated the Enterprise ordering and receiving features with their
primary vendors as well as their corporate accounting system. “Compeat is a
complete end-to-end solution for us,” finishes Laporte.
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